The Cartesian product of lattices is a lattice, called a product space, with componentwise meet and join operations. A sublattice of a lattice L is a subset closed for the join and meet operations of L. The sublattice hull LQ of a subset Q of a lattice is the smallest sublattice containing Q. We consider two types of representations of sublattices and sublattice hulls in product spaces: representation by projections and representation with proper boundary epigraphs. We give sufficient conditions, on the dimension of the product space and/or on the sublattice hull of a subset Q, for LQ to be entirely defined by the sublattice hulls of the two-dimensional projections of Q. This extends results of Topkis (1978) and of Veinott [Representation of general and polyhedral subsemilattices and sublattices of product spaces, Linear Algebra Appl. 114/115 (1989) 681-704]. We give similar sufficient conditions for the sublattice hull LQ to be representable using the epigraphs of certain isotone (i.e., nondecreasing) functions defined on the one-dimensional projections of Q. This also extends results of Topkis and Veinott. Using this representation we show that LQ is convex when Q is a convex subset in a vector lattice (Riesz space), and is a polyhedron when Q is a polyhedron in R n .
Introduction
Lattices and sublattices are fundamental algebraic structures with applications ranging from Economics [12, 17] to Optimization [7, 8] , Graph Theory [6] , Engineering [13, 14] and other fields (see, e.g., [3] [4] [5] ). Recall that a lattice is a partially ordered set L such that each pair of elements u, v ∈ L has a greatest lower bound, or meet, u ∧ v ∈ L and a smallest upper bound, or join, u ∨ v ∈ L. A sublattice S of a lattice L is a subset of L closed for the join and meet operations of L.
For many applications, it is often important to be able to represent a (sub)lattice in a computationally or algebraically convenient way. It is also useful to be able to recognize if a given subset Q of a lattice is a sublattice and, if not, to construct its sublattice hull LQ, that is, the smallest sublattice containing Q.
Topkis and Veinott [16] [17] [18] present several results concerning the representation and recognition of sublattices of product spaces, i.e., Cartesian products of lattices with componentwise meet and join operations. Typical examples of product spaces include the Euclidian vector space R n , the integer lattice Z n , the Boolean lattice B n = {0, 1} n and, more generally, any function space Y X where Y is a lattice.
The importance of product spaces was demonstrated, among others, by Birkhoff [1, 2] who shows that any finite distributive lattice is isomorphic to a sublattice of some Boolean lattice B n . Topkis proves that every sublattice L of a finite product of lattices can be represented as the intersection of the "cylinders" based on all the two-dimensional projections of L onto coordinate planes. Veinott extends this result to a class of infinite-dimensional product spaces. In Section 2 we present a similar and more general representation by projections for sublattice hulls and for a broader class of product spaces.
Topkis also proves that every sublattice L of a finite product space can be represented as the set of all points that are in the Cartesian product n i=1 i L of its projections on the coordinate axes, and that satisfy a certain system of nonlinear inequalities involving at most two variables (coordinates). In Section 3 we refine and extend this result by showing that the sublattice hull of every subset in a broad class of product spaces is the intersection of the cylinders based on the epigraphs of certain single-variable isotone (i.e., nondecreasing) functions, the boundary functions. We use this representation with proper boundary epigraphs and show that the sublattice hull of a convex (resp., polyhedral) subset is convex (resp., polyhedral).
In 1937 Birkhoff [1] posed the problem of determining the number of sublattices of the Boolean lattice B d . In Section 4, using the representation by proper boundary epigraphs, we determine upper and lower bounds on the number of sublattices in a finite product of finite chains. (A chain is a totally ordered set). These bounds are close to (i.e., within a constant factor of) each other in a logarithmic sense.
In Section 5 we present a corner representation of isotone functions and of their epigraphs when the space is a finite product of finite chains. This corner representation of the boundary epigraphs provides us with a way of encoding an arbitrary sublattice of a given product space. Using the base-2 logarithm of the number of sublattices, we show that this sublattice encoding is optimal (up to a constant factor) in terms of memory space required.
In Section 6 we consider the sublattice hull membership problem of deciding whether a given point is in the sublattice hull of a given subset of a product space. When the space is a finite product of finite chains, we present a good characterization and a polynomial-time algorithm for this sublattice hull membership problem. We also show how to construct in polynomial time a data structure implementing the representation of Section 3 for the sublattice hull of a given subset. This data structure then allows us to answer sublattice hull membership queries in time logarithmic in the subset size.
Representation of sublattice hulls by projections
Let I be an arbitrary index set. For all i ∈ I , let T i be a lattice with join and meet operations denoted by ∨ and ∧, respectively, and with associated partial order (defined by u v iff u ∧ v = u). The Cartesian product, or product space, T I = i∈I T i is the set of all vectors (or points) x = (x i ) i∈I with components x i ∈ T i for all i ∈ I . The product space T I is a lattice with respect to the operations ∨ and ∧ defined componentwise, i.e., x ∨ y = (x i ∨ y i ) i∈I and x ∧ y = (x i ∧ y i ) i∈I for any x, y ∈ T I . Its associated partial order is then defined by x y iff x i y i for all
The intersection of any family of sublattices of L is a sublattice of L. If Q is an arbitrary subset of T I , we let LQ denote the sublattice hull of Q, that is, the intersection of all sublattices of T I that contain Q; thus LQ is the smallest sublattice of L containing Q. In this section, we review results of Topkis and Veinott on the representation of sublattices of a product space, and extend these results, in particular to the representation of the sublattice hull of a given subset in terms of one and two-dimensional projections.
Given a subset J ⊆ I and x ∈ T I , let x J denote (x j ) j ∈J , so x J ∈ T J . The projection of a subset Q ⊆ T I onto the subspace T J is J Q = {x J : x ∈ Q}. We use the simpler notations i and ij for {i} and {i,j } , respectively. Conversely, given J ⊆ I and R ⊆ T J , the cylinder Cyl I R generated by R in T I is Cyl I R = {x ∈ T I : x J ∈ R}. Proposition 1 (Projections and sublattice hulls commute). If J ⊆ I and T I = i∈I T i is a product lattice, then
Proof. The inclusion J LQ ⊇ L J Q follows from LQ ⊇ Q, which implies J LQ ⊇ J Q, and from the fact that the projection J L of a sublatticeL ⊆ T I is a sublattice of T J . For the converse inclusion, note that Q ⊆ Cyl I L J Q. Since the latter cylinder is a sublattice of T I and the lattice hull operator L preserves inclusion, we have LQ ⊆
Topkis proved [16, Theorem 1] that every sublattice L of a finite product T I of lattices can be represented as the intersection of the cylinders Cyl I ij L for all i, j ∈ I with i = j . Veinott proved this result for certain sublattices of an arbitrary product of chains [18, Corollary 11 ; see also footnotes 12 and 13, p. 694 therein]. The following example shows that this result does not hold for a general sublattice of an arbitrary (not necessarily finite) product of chains or lattices.
Example 2. Let I be any infinite set and, for all i ∈ I , let T i be the two-element chain B ={0, 1}. Viewing each element x ∈ T I as the characteristic vector of the subset S(x) = {i ∈ I : x i = 1}, we thus define a lattice isomorphism S from T I to the powerset 2 I of I, mapping the join and meet operations in T I to the union and intersection in 2 I . Let L 1 be the set of all characteristic vectors of finite subsets of I. By the above isomorphism, L 1 is a sublattice of T I , and, since I is infinite,
We now extend the results of Topkis and Veinott to the sublattice hull LQ of a subset Q of an arbitrary product lattice. As suggested by the preceding example, we need to impose some conditions on the index set I or on Q. For this, we recall the following definitions. An element in a poset M is a lower bound of a subset K ⊆ M if k for all k ∈ K. If a greatest lower bound of K exists, then it is unique; it is called the meet of K and is denoted K. The greatest lower bound of a two-element subset {u, v} ⊆ M is just their meet u ∧ v. Upper bounds and the join K are defined dually. 4 A poset M is a meet semilattice if it contains the meet of every pair of its elements. A meet semilattice M is meet complete if every nonempty subset K ⊆ M has a greatest lower bound (meet) K in M. A subset S of a meet semilattice M is a meet subsemilattice of M if it is closed for the meet operation between pairs of elements in M.
A subset S of a meet semilattice M is meet subcomplete if every nonempty subset K of S has a meet in M and this meet is also in S; it is conditionally meet subcomplete if the preceding requirement only applies to subsets K that have a lower bound in M; it is (conditionally) -meet subcomplete if the corresponding requirement only applies to subsets K of M with cardinality . The join counterparts of all these notions are defined dually. We use the adjective "countably" to refer to the case where is the countable cardinal ℵ 0 . Note that, by a standard argument, a sublattice L is conditionally countably meet (resp. join) subcomplete iff the preceding condition is in fact restricted to countable decreasing (resp. increasing) chains K in L. Let |I | denote the cardinal of I. 
Proof. Let Q denote the right-hand side of (1) and (2) . By Proposition 1, Q is the intersection of the cylinders Cyl I ij LQ. Note that, for all subsets K ⊆ T I and J ⊆ I , the inclusion K ⊆ Cyl I J K holds. Hence LQ ⊆ Q and (1) If, in Example 2, we let I be countable then the sublattice L 1 is meet subcomplete (the intersection of any collection of finite sets being finite), but it is not conditionally countably join subcomplete. Since L 1 violates (2), this example shows that the first condition in (ii)-(a) does not suffice when I is countable. Similarly, if we let I in Example 2 be any uncountable set and L 2 be the sublattice of all countable subsets of I, then we see that the first condition in (ii)-(a) does not suffice either when I is not countable. Dually, letting L 3 (resp., L 4 ) denote the sublattice of cofinite (resp., cocountable) subsets of I, i.e., subsets K ⊆ I whose complement I \K is finite (resp., countable), shows that the former (resp., latter) remark also applies to condition (ii)-(b).
Representation of sublattice hulls with proper boundary epigraphs
We now present a new characterization of the two-dimensional sublattices L ij Q using the epigraphs of certain isotone functions. For this, we need further definitions. A (sub)lattice is (sub)complete if it is both meet and join (sub)complete. Every lattice L can be embedded into a complete lattice L containing L, e.g., by the Dedekind-MacNeille completion [2, 4] . Note that if a lattice L has a largest element L (resp., a smallest element L), then the meet (resp., join) of its empty subset is ∅ = L (resp., ∅ = L). Given Q ⊆ T I , we define, for every i, j ∈ I with i = j , the boundary function
Note that the function Q ij is isotone and meet-based, i.e.,
denote the set of all h ∈ T i for which the boundary value
The need to distinguish the two cases in definition (5) is justified in the proof of the two-dimensional sublattice hull representation Theorem 9.
Recall that, when A is a set and B is a poset, the epigraph Ef of a function f : A → B is
Lemma 4. Let f be a function from a set A to a poset B: (i) If f is isotone and A and B are meet semilattices, then Ef is a meet subsemilattice of A × B. (ii) If f is isotone, A is a chain and B is a lattice, then Ef is a sublattice of A × B. (iii) If A and B are chains and Ef is a meet subsemilattice of A × B, then f is isotone.

Proof. (i) For every
The following example shows that when A is a lattice, B is a chain, and f : A → B is isotone, the epigraph Ef need not be a join subsemilattice of A × B. 
Remark 6.
If j ∈ I and j Q is a meet subcomplete subset of T j , then for all i ∈ I , i = j , we have ij Q = T i and
that is, the proper boundary epigraph E ij Q is the intersection of the epigraph of the boundary function Q ij and of L i Q × L j Q. This is the case, e.g., when Q is a meet subcomplete subset of T I , or when each T i is a chain and Q is finite.
Remark 7.
In the case where T I = R n and Q is a polyhedron the boundary function Q ij is the value function of a Linear Program. Thus in this case, the boundary function Q ij is convex and piecewise linear, and the proper boundary epigraph E ij Q is a polyhedron.
Lemma 8.
Let Q be a subset of a product T I of lattices, and let j Q be either a chain or a meet subcomplete subset of T j . Then for all i ∈ I , i = j , and for every point (h, k) ∈ E ij Q: (h) and, by definition of ij Q, there exists x ∈ Q such that x i h and x j = Q ij (h) k. If j Q is meet subcomplete, then ij Q = T i by Remark 6, and (i) follows. The remaining case is where j Q is a chain and h / ∈ ij Q. In this case, if (h) . Then there exists x ∈ Q with x i h h , and
Note that the assumption that i Q is a chain is trivially satisfied when T i is a chain. Furthermore, if Q is meet subcomplete then so is each i Q.
With the proper boundary epigraph E ji Q ⊆ T j × T i , we also consider its "transpose"
Theorem 9 (Two-dimensional sublattice hull representation). Let Q be a subset of a product T I of lattices, let i, j ∈ I with i = j , and assume that i Q, as well as j Q, is either a chain or meet subcomplete. Then, we have
Furthermore, if one of the following conditions hold:
then equality holds in (7) , that is,
Proof. We first prove inclusion (7) .
This completes the proof of (7).
To prove the reverse inclusion, and hence equality (8) 
, L ij Q = ij Q and there exists y ∈ Q with y i = h and y j = k. Under condition (ii), we prove the existence of an element y ∈ Q with y i h and y j k. By contradiction, if no such element exists then, since T i and T j are chains, x i < h or x j > k for all x ∈ Q. Hence Q is contained in the set B ij (h, k) = {x ∈ T I : x i < h or x j > k}. This set is the complement of the "j-decreasing i-increasing hull" (Veinott [18] ;see also definition (11) below) of the singleton set {(h, k)}. It follows [18, p. 696 
Therefore, under either condition (i) or (ii), there exists y ∈ Q with y i h and y j k. This impliesk
This completes the proof.
The following example shows that equality (8) may not hold if neither condition (i) nor (ii) of Theorem 9 is satisfied. To simplify notations, in the following and in later examples we represent any two-dimensional vector x = (u, v) as uv. Note that E 12 Q is not a sublattice since 00 = 0a ∧ 0b / ∈ E 12 Q. By symmetry, E 21 Q = E 12 Q and
We are now in the position to establish the main result of this section.
Theorem 11 (Sublattice hull representation with proper boundary epigraphs). Let Q be a subset of a product T I of lattices. If condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 3 holds, then
Furthermore, if each i Q is either a chain or meet subcomplete, and for every i, j ∈ I with i = j condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 9 is satisfied, then equality holds in (9) , that is,
Proof. The inclusion (9) follows from equality (2), inclusion (7), and the fact that Cyl I E ji Q=Cyl I E ji Q. The equality in (10) then follows from (8) under the stated conditions.
We can use Theorem 11 to show that the convexity or polyhedrality structure is preserved by the lattice hull operator.
Corollary 12.
If T I = R n and Q is a polyhedron, then LQ is a polyhedron.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 11 and Remark 7.
Recall that a vector lattice (or Riesz space) is a real vector space with a lattice ordering which is preserved by translation and multiplication by positive scalars (see, e.g., [11] ). When T I is a vector lattice we can apply Theorem 11 to prove that the lattice hull LQ of a convex set Q is convex. 
Corollary 14. Assume that each T i is a chain; condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 3 holds; T I is a vector lattice; and Q is a convex subset of T I . Then LQ is convex.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 13, the equalities L i Q = i Q, and the convexity of i Q.
If Q is a sublattice of T I then condition (i) of Theorem 9 is satisfied and Eq. (10) holds under condition (i)or (ii) of Theorem 3, thus providing a representation of sublattices of product spaces with proper boundary epigraphs. This representation is related to those in Topkis [16] and Veinott [18] , as we now discuss. For i, j ∈ I , the i-decreasing j-increasing hull Q ↓↑ ij of a set Q ⊆ T I is defined (see [18] ) as Q ↓↑ ij = {x ∈ T I : ∃y ∈ Q x i y i and x j y j }.
In the two-dimensional case I = {1, 2}, Topkis [16] calls the sets Q 
Proof. Since the right-hand side of (12) is a cylinder generated by a subset of T i × T j , it suffices to show that
We first show that E ij Q is included in the right-hand side of the last equality.
ji . This completes the first part of the proof.
To show the reverse inclusion, let
ji , there exists y ∈ Q such that y j k and y i h . Since Q ⊆ E ij Q, we have (y i , y j ) ∈ E ij Q and, by (ii) of Lemma 8, (h , k ) ∈ E ij Q.
If each i Q is either a chain or meet subcomplete, and condition (i) of Theorem 9 is satisfied for all i, j (i = j ), then i∈I Cyl I L i Q = i∈I i Q. Eq. (10) is then equivalent to
If Q is a sublattice of T I , implying condition (i) of Theorem 9 for all i, j , (i = j ); each i Q is either a chain or meet subcomplete; and I is finite; then (14) implies Theorems 2 and 3 of Topkis [16] . On the other hand, since Q ↓↑ ii =Cyl I i Q, if I is finite and every T i is a chain, Eq. (10) becomes
implying the representation of sublattices and sublattice hulls in Theorem 9 and Corollary 12 of Veinott [18] .
Remark 16. Topkis [16] and Veinott [18] show that, under conditions (i) or (ii) of Theorem 9, the subsets Q ↓↑ ij are sublattices. By Eq. (13), this implies that the proper boundary epigraphs E ij Q are also sublattices when each i Q is either a chain or meet subcomplete. Hence, the cylinders Cyl I E ij Q in representation (10) are also sublattices.
Another representation of sublattices in product lattices has been described by Topkis [16, 17] for some f ij : T i × T j → C, with i, j ∈ I , i = j and f ij (x i , x j ) isotone in x i and antitone in x j . Given a poset P and ∈ P , the level set lev (f ) of a function f from a set S into P is the set {x ∈ S : f (x) }.
In view of Theorem 11, we can replace the level sets of bimonotone functions in Topkis's representation, with the epigraphs of meet-based isotone functions as follows.
Proposition 17. Let T i be a chain for every i ∈ I , and Q ⊆ T I . Assume that each i Q is meet complete, and that condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 3 holds. Then Q is a sublattice of T I if and only if there exist functions f i : T i → {0, 1}
for all i ∈ I , and meet-based isotone functions f ij : lev 0 (f i ) → lev 0 (f j ) for all i, j ∈ I with i = j , such that Q = {x ∈ T I : f i (x i ) 0 ∀i ∈ I, and x j f ij (x i ) ∀i, j ∈ I, i = j }.
Proof. The "if" part follows from the fact that Q is the intersection of the product, for all i ∈ I , of the chains {x ∈ T I : f i (x i ) 0}, and of the cylinders based on the epigraphs Ef ij for all i = j ∈ I , which are sublattices by Lemma 4. For the "only if" part, define f i by f i (h) = 0 if h ∈ i Q, and 1 otherwise; and f ij = Q ij for all i, j ∈ I with i = j , and apply Theorem 11.
In summary, the sublattice hull representation (10) proper boundary epigraphs in Theorem 11 generalizes corresponding results in [16, 18] , and is equivalent to them when their assumptions apply. In addition, the present representation is computationally convenient, as will be seen in the following sections.
Counting sublattices in product spaces
In this section, we assume that the index set I and each lattice T i is finite and, to simplify notations, we let I ={1, . . . , d}. Our purpose here is to provide upper and lower bounds on the number of sublattices of T I . More precisely we will use the sublattice hull representation Theorem 11 to obtain an upper bound on the number of such sublattices in terms of the number of meet-based isotone functions between each pair of lattices T i and T j . With the same tool we will also obtain a lower bound on the number of sublattices in the case where each T i is a chain.
We also show how to encode concisely a sublattice Q by means of an encoding of the boundary functions Q ij and of Representation Theorem 11.
For i, j in I (with i = j ) and sublattices P i ⊆ T i and P j ⊆ T j , consider the set S ij (P i , P j ) of all sublattices Q of T I with i Q = P i and j Q = P j . Let I(P i , P j ) denote the set of all meet-based isotone functions f from P i to P j . By Remark 6, the boundary epigraphs
Let S(L) denote the set of all sublattices of a given lattice L.
, the product i,j ∈I, i =j |I(P i , P j )| is the number of tuples f = (f ij ) i,j ∈I, i =j of functions f ij ∈ I(P i , P j ). By Eq. (10) and the remark above, this number is an upper bound on the number of sublattices Q ∈ S(T I ) with projections i Q = P i for all i ∈ I . Therefore, we obtain the following upper bound on the number of sublattices of a product space T I :
|S(T I )| U(T I ) where U(T I )
Note that this upper bound U(T I ) may exceed |S(T I )| for at least two reasons: (i) distinct tuples f may give rise to the same intersection i,j ∈I, i =j Cyl I Ef ij , as shown in Example 18; (ii) the epigraph of a meet-based isotone function f ij ∈ I(P i , P j ) may fail to be a sublattice, as shown in Example 5. However, when all T i 's are chains, Lemma 4 shows that the latter difficulty does not arise. For the rest of this section we therefore assume that all T i 's are chains.
Example 18. Let I ={1, 2, 3} and T i ={0, 1} for all i ∈ I . Consider the sublattice Q={000, 111}. Then all i Q={0, 1} and all ij Q = {00, 11}. Thus Q ij (h) = h for all h ∈ T i . However, we can also obtain Q = i,j ∈I, i =j Cyl I Ef ij with a different tuple f. For example, we can let f 13 = f 31 = 0 and f ij = Q ij for all other i, j . Indeed, letting Q = i,j ∈I, i =j Cyl I Ef ij , we have Q ⊆ Q . To show the converse inclusion, let x ∈ Q . Then, x ∈ Cyl I Ef 12 implies x 2 x 1 , whereas x ∈ Cyl I Ef 21 implies x 1 x 2 , and therefore x 1 = x 2 . Similarly we have x 2 = x 3 ,and thus x ∈ Q. This shows that Q = Q .
Assume C 1 and C 2 are two finite chains with |C 1 | = c 1 and |C 2 | = c 2 . Noting that |I(C 1 , C 2 )| is equal to the number of nondecreasing sequences of c 1 − 1 integers taken from {1, ..., c 2 }, we have (15) and (16) we obtain
We now present a lower bound on the number of sublattices of a finite product T I of finite chains. In order to obtain this bound we will use the following results that allow us to generate distinct sublattices.
Lemma 19. Let T I be a product of chains. For all i ∈ I let P i be a subchain of T i . Let J, K form a partition of the index set I. For all j ∈ J and k ∈ K, let f jk ∈ I(P j , P k ). Let Q = (j,k)∈J ×K Cyl I Ef jk . Then Q ∈ S(T I ) and
Proof. By Lemma 4, the epigraph Ef jk is a sublattice of P j × P k . Therefore, Q is a sublattice of T I . Since Q ⊆ Cyl I Ef jk , then trivially jk Q ⊆ Ef jk . To prove the converse inclusion, consider any point (x j , x k ) ∈ Ef jk . For all u ∈ J \{j } define x u = P u and for all v ∈ K\{k} define x v = P v . We now show that the point x = (x i ) i∈I thus defined is in Cyl I Ef uv for all u ∈ J and v ∈ K. This is trivial if u = j and v = k. If u ∈ J \{j } and v ∈ K then, since f uk ∈ I(P u , P k ), we have f uk (x u ) = f uk ( P u ) = P k x k and thus (x u , x k ) ∈ Ef uk . For u = j and v ∈ K\{k}, then f jv (x j ) P v = x v and thus (x j , x v ) ∈ Ef jv . It follows that x ∈ Q and the proof is complete. With every P =(P 1 , . . . , P d ) ∈ R(T I ) we associate a nontrivial subset J (P ) of the index set I (that is, ∅ ⊂ J (P ) ⊂ I ), that with its complement K(P ) = I \J (P ) forms a partition of I. By Corollary 20, for any tuple J = (J (P )) P ∈R(T I ) we obtain the following lower bound on the number of sublattices of T I :
We now construct a tuple J such that log L J (T I ) 1 4 log U(T I ), where "log" denotes the base-2 logarithm. Fix
Proof. Given a subset A ⊆ I × I , for the sake of brevity let
Clearly, we also have that
We conclude that
Theorem 22 (Lower and upper bound comparison). Consider the tuple J = (J (P )) P ∈R(T I ) , where each J (P ) is constructed as in the assumptions of Lemma 21.
Then
Proof. By Lemma 21 it suffices to note that the function f (x)=x 1/4 is subadditive on R + , i.e.,
for x i 0 (see, e.g., [9, p. 83, Theorem 103], for some general conditions for subadditivity).
In the Boolean case T I = B d = {0, 1} d , we have t i = 2 for all i and we can identify B d with the set 2 I of all subsets of the d-element set I. Hence, the upper bound U(T I ) can be rewritten in the following form:
On the other hand, by Theorem 22, the lower bound
We now compare the above bounds for the number of sublattices of B d with an asymptotic result derived from a well-known theorem by Birkhoff [2] (see also [4] ). By Birkhoff's Representation Theorem, every sublattice of 2 I is uniquely identified by its top and bottom elements T , B ∈ 2 I , and by a partial order on T \B. Hence, letting PO( ) denote the number of partial orders on a set of elements, we have
where = |T \B| and the factor 2 d− counts all assignments of the elements in I \(T \B) to B or I \T . Kleitman and Rothschild [10] show that PO( ) = 2 2 /4+O( ) . Hence the exponent in the lower bound L J (B d ) is asymptotically correct up to O(d) terms.
Encoding isotone functions and sublattices
On the basis of Representation Theorem 11 we now describe an encoding for a sublattice Q of a product lattice T I . We also show that our encoding is "concise" in the sense that it uses at most O(log |S(T I )|) bits, whereas log |S(T I )| is a lower bound on the number of bits needed in any representation of the elements of S(T I ).
In view of Theorem 11 and of Remark 6, a sublattice Q of T I can be identified by specifying its d projections
To encode this representation we first associate with each P i its characteristic vector as a subset of T i using t i = |T i | bits. Next we discuss the encoding of each meet-based isotone function ij : P i → P j .
To simplify notation we identify each P i with the set of integers {1, . . . , p i } and observe that the meet-based condition simplifies to ij (1) = 1.
The corner representation of a meet-based isotone function ij : P i → P j is the sequence ((s 1 , r 1 ) , . . . , (s K , r K )) of corner points (s , r ) ∈ P i × P j ( = 1, · · · , K), defined as follows. The set {r 1 , . . . , r K } is the range ij (P i ) of ij , with 1 = r 1 < · · · < r K p j ; and each s = ∨{u ∈ P i : ij (u) = r }, so that 1 s 1 < · · · < s K = p i (since ij is isotone and ij (p i )= ij (∨P i )=∨ ij (P i )=r K ). Thus the corners form a strictly increasing sequence ((s 1 , r 1 ) , . . . , (s K , r K )) in P i × P j .
Note that the epigraph E ij is the union of the j-decreasing i-increasing hulls In counting the number of bits in the encoding just described we neglect the overhead needed to input the dimension d, the sizes t 1 , . . . , t d and the separators (e.g., commas or blank spaces) used to separate the inputs of variable length integers.
We can now state the main result of this Section, where "ln" denotes the natural logarithm and e is its base.
Theorem 23. The encoding of the representation described above for a sublattice of the finite product lattice T I uses at most 64(e ln 2) −1 log |S(T I )| bits.
Its proof requires the following two technical lemmas.
Lemma 24. Assume 2 t 1 t 2 · · · t d . The encoding described above for a sublattice Q ⊆ T I requires at most
Proof. For any i = j in I let E(P i , P j ) denote the maximum number of bits used to encode a meet-based isotone function from P i to P j . Note that E(P i , P j ) increases with the sizes of P i and P j , hence E(P i , P j ) E(T i , T j ). Now let i < j, so we have 2 t i t j . Consider any meet-based isotone function from T i to T j and let K denote the number of its corners. If K = 1 then the single corner of the function is (p i , 1), and this is encoded using no more than t i (log(t j /t i ) + 2) bits. Else 2 K p i . Let (h 1 , . . . , h K−1 ) denote the corner heights sequence of . Then the number | | of bits needed to encode satisfies
(log h + 1)
where the last two inequalities follow from the concavity of the log function and from
=1 h t j , respectively. Since t j 2, the function F : [1, t j ] → R defined by F (x) = x(log(t j /x) + 1) is increasing in x when 1 x < x * . = 2e −1 t j ; attains its maximum at x = x * < t j ; and then decreases for x > x * . If t i x * then F (K − 1) < F (t i of this positive answer; and if the answer is "No" there is also a certificate which allows an easy verification of this negative answer. (An "easy" verification is one that can be performed in time polynomial in the input size of the subset Q and of the pointx; see, e.g., [15] for precise technical definitions.) When the subset Q is given as a list of its elements, this good characterization yields a polynomial time algorithm which solves the sublattice hull membership problem in O(d 2 |Q|) time. We use the representation with proper boundary epigraphs and construct a data structure which allows us to repeatedly solve the sublattice hull membership problem in O(d 2 log |Q|) time per query when Q is fixed and the number of proposed ("queried") pointsx may be arbitrarily large.
Note that the sublattice hull membership problem is not trivial, since |LQ| can be exponential in |Q|, as shown in the following simple example. In order to obtain a good characterization for sublattice hull membership, we may rewrite (10) or (14) as the following equivalence:
for all i ∈ I there exists y i ∈ Q such that y i i =x i ; and for all i = j ∈ I there exists z ij ∈ Q such that Note that, for all i = j the point z ij may be chosen as a point of Q whose projection ij z ij is a corner of Q ij . Thus, wheneverx / ∈ LQ a simple negative certificate consists of either (i) an index i ∈ I , for which one can directly verify that q i =x i for all q ∈ Q, or (ii) two distinct indices i = j ∈ I , for which one can also directly verify that, for all q ∈ Q, q i <x i or q j >x j . Indeed Q, and therefore LQ, is contained in the sublattice {x ∈ T I : x i =x i } in case (i), or {x ∈ T I : x i <x i or x j >x j } in case (ii), whereasx is not.
If, on the other hand,x ∈ LQ then, for any points y i (for all i ∈ I ) and z ij (for all i = j ∈ I ) of Q satisfying (22), we havē
(Indeed, for all i ∈ I , we havex y i ∧ j =i z ij with equality for the ith components.) Therefore, such a list of at most Suppose Q is fixed and we may be facing a large number of queries "givenx ∈ T I , doesx ∈ LQ ?" In view of the sublattice hull representation Theorem 11 we construct, in time polynomial in |Q| and d, a data structure containing the projections i Q and the boundary functions First, we determine each projection i (Q) in O(|Q| log p i ) = O(|Q| log |Q|) time. For this, starting with i Q = ∅, we sequentially add points to i Q maintaining it as a totally ordered set (or a dictionary). For each q ∈ Q we check, using for example binary search, in O(log p i ) time whether its ith component q i is already in i Q and, if not, we add it to i Q.
Having thus determined each projection P i = i Q, we may now identify P i with the set of integers P i = {1, . . . , p i }. To each point q ∈ Q we associate the point q ∈ i∈I P i such that each component q i of q is the q i th element of the chain P i . Thus there is an natural one-to-one correspondence between Q and the set Q of all such points q , and we now work with the set Q .
Next, for each i, j ∈ I (i = j ), we construct the corner representation of the boundary function Q ij as follows. We first determine, in a single pass through all the points in Q and in O(|Q|) time, the function : P j → P i defined by (v) = max{u ∈ P i : ∃q ∈ Q q i = u and q j = v}. Once this data structure is constructed, we can answer every query, "givenx ∈ T I , doesx ∈ LQ ?", in O(d 2 log |Q|) time, as follows. First, for each i ∈ I we determine in O(log |Q|) time whetherx i ∈ i Q and, if it does, its rankx i in this chain i Q. (We may use binary search if i Q is simply kept as a totally ordered list of its elements.) Ifx ∈ i∈I i Q, or equivalentlyx ∈ i∈I P i , we use binary search to determine, for each i, j ∈ I (i = j ), between which successive corners of 
